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Legal notice 
Certain functionalities described herein or in other product documentation are available only if the software is appropriately 
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exceptions to this rule are identified by specifically naming the company in question. 

The program may only be used in accordance with the conditions set forth in the license agreement. 

Trademarks 

Trademarks in this product information are not explicitly marked as such, as is the norm in technical documentation: 

⚫ Adobe, Acrobat, Reader, LiveCycle Designer, and Experience Manager Forms are brands or registered trademarks of Adobe 
Systems Inc. 

⚫ HTML and XML are brands or registered trademarks of W3C®, World Wide Web Consortium, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology.  

⚫ TIBCO Jaspersoft Business Intelligence Suite is a trademark of TIBCO SOFTWARE INC. 

⚫ Java and Oracle are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation. 

⚫ Microsoft Windows, MS Word, MS Excel, and MS SQL are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
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⚫ Salesforce, Sales Cloud, and others are trademarks of salesforce.com, inc. 

⚫ SAP and SAP S/4HANA are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE. 

⚫ SAPERION is a trademark of Perceptive Software Deutschland GmbH. 

⚫ Sybase SQL Anywhere is a trademark or registered trademark of Sybase Inc. Sybase is an SAP AG company. 

All other product names are assumed to be registered trademarks of the respective company. All trademarks are recognized.  

The information contained herein is non-binding and for information purposes only. 

Copyrights 

All rights, especially copyrights, are reserved. No part of this product information or the corresponding program may be reproduced or 
copied in any form (print, photocopy, or other process) without the written consent of AEB. This product information is provided 
solely to customers of AEB for their internal use in conjunction with software licensed from AEB. This information may not be shared 
in any form with third parties, except the employees of the customer, without the written consent of AEB, and then also exclusively for 
use in conjunction with software licensed from AEB or AFI Solutions GmbH (AFI GmbH).  

AEB Plug-ins for SAP®: Use of AEB product code 

Maintenance and development may at any time cause changes to the standard system’s internal programming. For this reason, the 
customer is prohibited from programming in such a way that directly addresses internal programming functionalities (such as in the 
SAP object code). This restriction does not extend to documented code designed to facilitate customer use, such as an interface for 
accessing product functionalities. 
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1 IMPORT and EXPORT 

1.1 Template conversion  

For your comfort, AEB provides a template converter that changes your AGS-templates to DMS-templates.  

It takes over values that have not changed from AGS to DMS, it leaves out the values that are not applicable 
anymore, and, where possible, it changes “AGS-values” to “DMS-values”. After conversion, you can download a 
csv-file which lists everything that has been done. You may execute the template conversion before changing 
to DMS. 

AEB recommends that before you start the template conversion you should check all your templates and 
template selectors whether they are still used. Those ones that are not in use should be set to unvalid (by 
setting a valid-to-date). 

 You have to execute the following steps for both Import and Export and head and item templates.  

Proceed as follows to execute the template conversion:  

1. Go to Master Data – Templates – Imp. decl. Templates or Exp. decl. templates. It works the same for 
both Export and Import and head and item templates.  

 
2. In the menu function, choose Template Conversion  
3. Choose the conversion you want to execute (possible options depend on the configuered customs 

processes in Customs Management).  
4. Choose a prefix or leave it at “DMS_”. The prefix is added to all new templates and enables you to 

distinguish between AGS- and DMS-templates.  
5. Decide on a changeover date. Only those templates and template selectors that are valid on the 

changeover-date will be converted.  



 

 

 

6. Click Convert. As soon as the conversion is over, the button Download conversion info will turn black 
and you can download a CSV file with the conversion info.  

7. Carefully check in that file which conversions have been done and make sure to manually change things 
that have not been converted.  

 Please note: mapping tables are not included in the template conversion. If you have mapping tables, e. 
g. for document types, please make sure to check and adapt them manually (see also next point).  

1.2 Document types and additional information  

With DMS in place, the place where certain info will have to be declared will change.  

With AGS, info was in the produced documents in the declaration (either at head or item level) 

AGS: 

 



 

 

With DMS, this will change: some document types stay in produced documents, other document types now 
belong to transport documents and additional reference documents (also at head or item level):  

 

 The application will provide the valid codelists in the corresponding drop-down-menus of the 
declaration or the mapping table.  

 

Proceed as follows:  

1. Check which documents are currently used as a produced document 
2. Find out, whether they are set manually, or via DVI in a template, or via mapping table or if they are 

transferred via API 
3. For DVI: they should be converted with the template converter. Check carefully after template 

conversion 
4. For those document types that are currently set via mapping tables go to each mapping table, 

decide, whether the document type will be a produced document or a transport document or an 
additional reference document. Delete the document types that are not a produced document 
anymore from the mapping tables and set a new mapping table plus corresponging template 
selector for those document types as a transport document or an additional reference document. 

5. For transfer via API: nothing changes as long as you transfer the correct codes. ICI will take care of 
putting the document type to the correct place. 



 

 

1.3 New fields in the API  

Place Code and Country for the Incoterm information, available in ICTradeTerms DTO:

 

 

  



 

 

2 EXPORT 
 All below listed changes refer to the head level of the declaration. 

2.1 Declaration Type (EU) 

In DMS, only the declaration types "CO" and "EX" are available, the declaration type "EU" is not supported 
anymore. Exports to an EFTA-country must be declared as "EX" as well.  

 Decide on the declaration type and check your templates. 

 

2.2 Declaration Type 

In DMS, the declaration Types "A" (Standard declaration) and "D" (Normal pre-declaration) are available. 

 Decide on the declaration type and check your templates. 

 

2.3 Procedure types  

In DMS, the procedure types have changed: 



 

 

 

 

⚫ B1: Export declaration and re-export declaration  

⚫ B2: Special procedure – processing – declaration for outward 
processing 

⚫ B3: Declaration for Customs warehousing of Union goods 

⚫ B4: Declaration for dispatch of goods in the context of trade with 
special fiscal territories 

⚫ C1: Export Simplified declaration  

 Decide on the procedure type and check your templates 

2.4 New checkbox "EXS"  

The new checkbox indicates that the declaration is used as an exit summary declaration. 

 You may also mark the checkbox via template. 

 
 

 Mark the checkbox via template or manually in the declaration.  

2.5 Parties 

In DMS, additional parties need to be filled. 



 

 

 

⚫ Consignor: Needs to be filled if the procedure type is B1 or C1 and the declaration is an exit summary 
declaration. Needs to be filled at head or item level.  

⚫ Carrier: Must be filled if the declaration is an exit summary declaration IF the carrier is not equal to the 
declarant. 

⚫ Shipping point: optional for export 

You have the following options to fill the parties in the declaration:  

⚫ Transfer via API. They will then be considered during transition. 
⚫ Via template 
⚫ Manually in the declaration 

 
 Make sure to transfer the values via API, or fill via template or fill manually in the declaration. 

2.6 Presentation to customs: Goods location 

You now need to specifiy the kind of goods location.  

 This data can be filled via template. 

 

 Make sure to fill via template or manually in the declaration. 

2.7 Time of presentation to customs 

This field is optional for Export.  

 The data can be filled via template or manually, if required.  

  



 

 

2.8 Transport means  

New mandatory fields and / or new conditions are available. 

 The assistant tells you which fields to fill. Below details are for further information.  

 

⚫ Mode Inland: Needs to be filled if Procedure Type B1, B2, B3, C1  
⚫ Means departure ID: Needs to be filled if Procedure Type B1, B2, B3, C1 AND if one of the items’ national 

procedure code starts with 'E' OR 
the declared procedure type of the item is 21, 22, 76 or 77 (EXCEPTION: If Mode inland code is 5 or 7, the 
ID does not need to be filled)  

⚫ Nat. means dep.: Nationality of means of transport at departure, coded (ISO-code). Needs to be filled 
once the Means departure ID is filled   

⚫ Means dep. type: Type of identification of means of transport at departure, coded. Possible values:  

10 IMO NUMMER IMO-scheepsidentificatienummer 

11 NAAM VAN HET SCHIP Naam van het zeeschip 

20 NUMMER VAN DE WAGEN Nummer van de wagon 

21 TREINNUMMER Treinnummer 

30 KENTEKEN WEGVOERTUIG Kenteken van het wegvoertuig 

31 KENTEKEN AANHANGW Kenteken van de aanhangwagen (wegvervoer) 

40 IATA VLUCHTNUMMER IATA-vluchtnummer 

41 REGISTR NR VLIEGTUIG Registratienummer van het luchtvaartuig 

80 ENI CODE Europees Scheepsidentificatienummer (ENI-code) 

81 NAAM BINNENSCHIP Naam van het binnenschip 

 They can all be added via template. 
 

 Make sure to fill via template or manually in the declaration. 

2.9 Payment method  

The payment method refers to the transport charges. The field is available at head and item level. It needs to 
be filled if the procedure type is B1, B2 or C1. It needs to be filled at item level it is is different for the items, or 
at head level, if it is the same for all items.   

 It can be added via template. 



 

 

 
 Make sure to fill via template or manually in the declaration. 

 

 

2.10 Delivery term, Incoterm   

⚫ not needed anymore: complementary info   
⚫ Incoterm needs to be filled, if the procedure type of the declaration is B1, B2, B4 or C1. 
⚫ New field: Place (code): UN/LOCODE (United Nations Code for Trade and Transport Locations); no 

code list, it is a free text field without validation in ICI. List of possible values see 
here: https://unece.org/trade/cefact/unlocode-code-list-country-and-territory 

⚫ New Field: Incoterm Country  

 Place of the Incoterm can be filled as before. If you fill Place of the Incoterm AND Country, the field Place 
(code) does not have to be filled.  

 

You have the following options to fill in the data in the declaration:  

⚫ Transfer via API. They will then be considered during transition. 
⚫ Via dynamic value initializion (DVI) in a template 
⚫ Manually in the declaration 

You find the dyncamic value initialization (DVI) in the templates:  

https://unece.org/trade/cefact/unlocode-code-list-country-and-territory


 

 

 

 

 Make sure to transfer the values via API, or to fill it via template or manually in the declaration. 

2.11 Specific circumstances  

 

Specific circumstances are optional for exit summary declarations. Otherwise, they don't need to be entered 
at all.  



 

 

2.12 Trader ID for an authorization holder  

The Trader ID can either be entered manually (as before) or a company that is the authorization holder can 
be chosen via drop-down from the company master data (new). 

The list of possible authorization types is more extensive. 

 Decide whether you need an authorization. Fill manually or via template, if applicable.  

2.13 Bonded Warehouse  

The warehouse types have changed. 

 

 Can be filled via template.  
 

 Make sure to fill via template or fill manually in the declaration, if required. 

2.14 Transport Equipment  

The info regarding the transport equipment has moved from item to head level.  

 



 

 

In the transport equipment itself you may also enter info on seals and on the items that are packed in the 
transport equipment.  

 

 

If you indicate that the goods are shipped in a container you must add data for a container:  

 

Also, you can enter data regarding other transport equipments optionally here.  

 If you transfer information on transport equipments via API, nothing changes for you.  

2.15 Documents 

With DMS in place, the place where certain info will have to be declared will change.  

 Please refer to Document types and additional information. Decide whether you need to enter the info at 
head or item level and act correspondingly.   

 Decide where you have to enter the information and check your templates. 

 



 

 

3 IMPORT 

3.1 Changes at head level 

3.1.1 Declaration Type (EU) 

In DMS, only the types "CO" and "IM" are available, "EU" is not supported anymore. Imports from an EFTA-
country have to be declared as "IM" as well.  

 Decide on the declaration type and check your templates. 

 

3.1.2 Declaration Type 

In DMS, the declaration Types "A" (Standard Declaration) and "D" (normal pre-declaration) are available. 

 Decide on the declaration type and check your templates. 

 

3.1.3 Procedure types  

In DMS, the procedure types have changed: 

 



 

 

⚫ H1 = Declaration for release for free circulation and Special procedure — specific use — declaration for 
end-use 

⚫ H2 = Special procedure — storage — declaration for customs warehousing 

⚫ H3 = Special procedure — specific use — declaration for temporary admission 

⚫ H4 = Special procedure — processing — declaration for inward processing 

⚫ H5 = Declaration for the introduction of goods in the context of trade with special fiscal territories 

⚫ H6 = Customs declaration in postal traffic for release for free circulation 

⚫ H7 = DECO => will create a DECO-declaration instead of a DMS-declaration 

⚫ I1 = Import Simplified declaration  

 Decide on the procedure type and check your templates. 

You have the following options to fill the parties in the declaration:  

⚫ Transfer via API. They will then be considered during transition. 
⚫ Via template 
⚫ Manually in the declaration 

 Make sure to transfer the values via API or fill via template or fill manually in the declaration. 

3.1.4 Parties 

New mandatory parties are:  

⚫ Importer 
⚫ Consignor (at head or item level) 
⚫ Buyer and Seller are mandatory if the evaluation method at item level is 1 (Transaction value of the 

imported goods). They must be declared at item level if they differ between the items, otherwise they 
must be declared at head level. 

 Consignee is not mandatory anymore. 

You have the following options to fill the parties in the declaration:  

⚫ Transfer via API. They will then be considered during transition. 
⚫ Via template 
⚫ Manually in the declaration 
⚫ Buyer and Seller can additionally be set via DVI (available end of April) 

 
 Make sure to transfer the values via API, or fill via template or manually in the declaration. 

 



 

 

 

3.1.5 Presentation to customs: Goods location 

You now need to specifiy the kind of goods location.  

 This data can be filled via template. 

 

 Make sure to fill via template or fill manually in the declaration. 

3.1.6 Transport information  

New mandatory fields and / or new conditions are available, the fields have been re-arranged. 

 The assistant tells you which fields to fill. Below details are for further information.  

Mandatory fields are:  

⚫ Mode arrival (mandatory for procedure types H1, H3, H4, H5, I1) 
⚫ Means type arrival (if mode is NOT 5 or 7, then means type arrival needs to be filled) 
⚫ Means arrival ID (if mode is NOT 5 or 7) 
⚫ Ctry of destination: It needs to be filled at head or item level (if it differs between the items) 



 

 

 

 

 They can all be added via template. 
 

 Make sure to fill via template or manually in the declaration. 

3.1.7 Delivery term, Incoterm   

⚫ not needed anymore: complementary info   
⚫ New field: Place (code): UN/LOCODE (United Nations Code for Trade and Transport Locations); no 

code list, it is a free text field without validation in ICI. List of possible values see 
here: https://unece.org/trade/cefact/unlocode-code-list-country-and-territory 

⚫ New Field: Incoterm Country  

 Place of the Incoterm can be filled as before. If you fill Place of the Incoterm AND Country, the field Place 
(code) does not have to be filled.  

 

You have the following options to fill in the data in the declaration:  

⚫ Transfer via API. They will then be considered during transition. 
⚫ Via dynamic value initializion (DVI) in a template 
⚫ Manually in the declaration 

You find the dynamic value initialization (DVI) in the templates:  

 

https://unece.org/trade/cefact/unlocode-code-list-country-and-territory


 

 

 

 

3.1.8 Document language 

You now need to enter a document language for the declaration: 

 

 Make sure to fill via template or to fill manually in the declaration. 



 

 

3.1.9 DPO License 

With DMS, it has to be stated in the customs declaration if no cash payment of duties is desired.  

In this case, a "DPO" license has to be stated in the import declaration. 

For this select type "C506" and enter the DPO license number which you have applied for at customs in the 
Authorizations field group.  

 Please note: If you don’t enter a DPO license here, all duty payments have to be made in cash and there 
is no immediate release of the declarations! 

  

3.1.10 Transport Equipment  

The info regarding the transport equipment has moved from item to head level.  

 



 

 

In the transport equipment itself you may also enter info on seals and on the items that are packed in the 
transport equipment.  

 

If you indicate that the goods are shipped in a container you must add data for a container:  

 

Also, you can enter data regarding other transport equipments optionally here.  

 If you transfer information on transport equipments via API, nothing changes for you.  

3.1.11 VAT Postponement & Deferment 

In case you want to use VAT Deferment (Article 23) or VAT Postponement, you have to explicitly state this in 
the customs declaration by selecting it from the dropdown list: 

 

 They can all be added via template. 
 

 Make sure to fill via template or manually in the declaration. 

In addition, you have to enter the correct VAT ID that should be used for this in the party VAT Payer. 



 

 

 

3.2 Changes at item level 

3.2.1 Commercial reference  

You have the option to enter a commercial reference per item. It is not a mandatory field: 

 

3.2.2  Chemical CUS code info 

The chemical CUS code is an optional information depending on the goods. 

 

You have the following options to fill in the data in the declaration:  

⚫ Per template 
⚫ Manually in the declaration 

 
 Decide whether you need to enter that code. Fill in via template or manually in the declaration. 



 

 

3.2.3  Evaluation method 

The evaluation info is a mandatory info.  

 

You have the following options to fill in the data in the declaration:  

⚫ Per template 
⚫ Manually in the declaration 

 
 Fill in via template or manually in the declaration. 

3.2.4 National additonal codes 

There is now only one field, several national additional codes need to be separated by comma. 

 

You have the following options to fill in the data in the declaration:  

⚫ Per template 
⚫ Manually in the declaration 

 
 If you transfer national additional codes via API, nothing changes for you.  
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